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ABSTRACT

A data editing apparatus includes a mass storage device to edit multimedia data such as picture, audio, text and other data. By the visual graphic display of the time positions of the edited information, the user can easily grasp the reproduction time of the picture, text and audio data, thereby simplifying synchronization of plural media data. Graphic editing may be effected to facilitate multimedia data editing.
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MULTIMEDIA DATA EDITING APPARATUS INCLUDING VISUAL GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF TIME INFORMATION

This application is a continuation of now abandoned application, Ser. No. 07/500,543, filed Mar. 28, 1990, now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to a data editing apparatus which is adapted to effect a digital editing operation of information such as moving picture data, still picture data, audio data, text data and so on.

In recent years, the development of data editing apparatus having mass data storage device has progressed to effect editing operations picture, audio and other information. Various applications for such editing of picture, audio and other information also developed.

Some conventional data editing apparatuses edit picture data, for example, through the inputting and outputting operations of time codes as numerical values.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the construction of the conventional data editing apparatus. In FIG. 4, reference numeral 41 is an input part, in which the user inputs instructions, reference numeral 42 is a data storage part for storing audio and picture data, reference numeral 43 is a control part for receiving the picture and audio data from the data storage part 42 in accordance with the input signals from the input part 41, reference numeral 44 is an output part which is adapted to receive the picture data and audio data from the data storage part 42 in accordance with the input signals from the input part 41, and to effect the display and audio outputting operations.

The operation of the conventional data editing apparatus as hereinabove will now be described.

The file names of the outputting picture data and audio data, and the output timings are inputted from the input part 41. The control part 43 reads the picture and audio data from the data storage part 42 in accordance with the input data from the input part 41. The read data is fed into the output part 44 to effect a series of picture display and audio output operations.

However, in such a configuration as described hereinabove, the reproduction time of the picture and audio data is handled using numerical values, thus making it difficult to correspond; the time and the data, whereby a problem arises in that synchronization of the picture and audio media is difficult to effect.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention has been developed with a view to substantially eliminating the above discussed drawbacks inherent in the prior art data editing methods and has for its essential object to provide an improved data editing method.

Another important object of the present invention is to provide an easier method for editing multimedia data of the type referred to above, comprising the steps of grasping the reproducing time of the picture, text and audio data by the visual expression of the time positions of the information, thereby simplifying the synchronization of a plurality of media data, and making it possible to effect the graphic editing.

In accomplishing these and other objects, according to one preferred embodiment of the present invention, the data editing system of the present invention comprises a plurality of information storage parts for storing a plurality of material information and destination information with the material information being arranged in a time system; an input part for outputting, by the operations of a user, the construction information for specifying one material information from the plurality of material information so as to indicate the specific area of the specified material information, the arrangement information showing the arrangement condition in the destination information of the specific area of the material information indicated by the construction information, and the indication information showing a processing method of a time address value showing the address value of the information of the material information with the time being provided as a unit, the material information, and the destination information; a control part for selecting the material information from the plurality of information storage parts in accordance with the composition information outputted from the input part, arranging in the time system the material information selected in accordance with the arrangement information outputted from the input part so as to produce the destination information, storing them in the corresponding information storage part; a display control part for effecting a material information graphic display operation of picture-outputting the material information graphics having the area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of material information, a destination information graphic display operation of arranging in parallel the destination information graphics having the area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of destination information so as to effect the picture outputting operation, a first digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in the indication point on the material information graphic indicated in accordance with the indication information from the input part, and a second digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in the indicating point on the destination information graphics indicated in accordance with the indication information from the input part; and a synchronization control output part for synchronizing in time the plurality of destination information to be stored in the plurality of information storage part in accordance with the the respective arrangement information and the indication information from the input part.

In accordance with the above described construction, the present invention includes the display control part calculating the respective information amount in a plurality of stored material information and the information amount of the destination information so as to display, outputting the information graphics having the area proportional to the information amount, and in addition, expressing the information of the plurality of material information and destination information so as to allow the visual expression of the time positions of the information, and the user may easily grasp the reproduction time. By the use of the present invention, the synchronization of the picture, text and audio data may be effected, the position to be partially reproduced may be easily specified, and the position to be edited may be easily specified. Further, by the use of the marker, it is possible to visually store the time address value, to simplify the positional specification of the information, and to easily effect the editing operation, thus resulting in extremely advantageous practical effects.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects and features of the present invention will become apparent from the following description taken in conjunction with the preferred embodiment thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which;

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the construction of a data editing apparatus in one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are charts each showing the picture face construction of the editing picture face of the data editing apparatus of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the basic construction of the conventional data editing apparatus; and

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the construction of the display control part 16 of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Before the description of the present invention proceeds, it is to be noted that like parts are designated by like reference numerals throughout the accompanying drawings.

In the present embodiment, the present invention is applied to a data editing apparatus and a method constructed with a work station having a mass storage memory for storing the digital information. An application which makes a video presentation of a dress and its accessories will be described by way of an example.

Refraining now to the drawings, there is shown in FIG. 1, a block diagram of a data editing apparatus according to one preferred embodiment of the present invention, which includes a picture information storage part 11 for storing in the mass storage apparatus a plurality of material picture information and destination picture information with the plurality of material picture information being arranged in a time system, a text information storage part 12 for storing on the mass storage apparatus a plurality of material text information and destination text information with the plurality of material text information being arranged in a time system, an audio information storage part 13 for storing in the mass storage apparatus a plurality of material audio information and destination audio information with the plurality of material audio information being arranged in a time system, an input part 14 for inputting, in response to the operations of the user, construction information for specifying one material information from the plurality of material information so as to indicate the specific area of the specified material information, the arrangement information showing the arrangement condition in the destination information of the specific area of the material information indicated by the construction information, and indication information showing a method of processing the time address value showing the address value of the information of the material information with the time as a unit, the material information and the destination information; a control part 15 for selecting the material information from the respective information storage parts 11, 12, 13 in accordance with the construction information outputted from the input part 14, and arranging in the time system the material information selected in accordance with the arrangement information outputted from the input part 14 to produce the destination information so as to store it into the corresponding information storage parts 11, 12, 13, a display control part 16 for effecting a material information graphics displaying operation of picture-outputting the material information graphics having the, area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of material information, a destination information graphics displaying operation of arranging in parallel the destination information graphics having the area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of destination information so as to effect the picture outputting operation, a first digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in the indication point on the material information graphics indicated in accordance with the indication information from the input part 14, and a second digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in the indication time on the destination information graphics indicated in accordance with the indication information from the input part 14, and a synchronization control output part 17 for effecting the time synchronization of the plurality of destination information stored in the plurality of information storage parts 11, 12, 13 in accordance with the respective arrangement information and the indication information from the input part 14 so as to effect the reproducing operation. Specifically, the material text information to be stored in the picture information storage part 11 is approximately one minute moving pictures for introducing dresses of certain design. The destination picture information is a united dress catalog picture information with the short-time moving pictures of various types of design dresses being combined in it. The material text information to be stored in the text information storage part 12 is a text catalog for illustrating the material, sizes, colors and so on of dresses of a certain design. The destination text information is the united dress catalog text information combined so that the text catalog of design dresses of the various types may become a story. The material audio information to be stored in the audio information storage part 13 is approximately one minute music. The destination audio information is a united dress catalog audio information with the various type of short-time music being combined in it.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the construction of the display control part 16 of FIG. 4 of the present embodiment. In FIG. 5, reference numeral 51 is a material information time bar display control part for effecting the material information graphics display operation of picture-outputting the material information graphics having an area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of material information, reference numeral 52 is a destination information time bar display control part for effecting the destination information graphics display operation of arranging in parallel the destination information graphics having an area proportional to the information amount of the plurality of destination information so as to effect the picture outputting operation, reference numeral 53 is a material information marker display control part for repeatedly displaying graphics showing the time address value on the material information graphics, reference numeral 54 is a destination information marker display control part for effecting an operation of repeatedly displaying graphics showing the time address value on the destination information graphics, reference numeral 55 is a first time address value display control part for effecting a first digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in an indication point on the material information graphics indicated in accordance with the indication information from the input part 14, reference...
numeral 56 is a second time address value display control part for effecting a second digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value in an indication point on the destination information graphics indicated in accordance with the indication, information from the input part 14, and reference numeral 57 is a display part for displaying on one picture face what is produced by each of the display control operation parts. The display control part 16 is composed of the material information display part display control part 51, the destination information time bar display control part 52, the material information marker display control part, the destination information marker display control part, the first time address display control part, the second time address display control part, and the display part.

The data editing apparatus constructed as described hereinabove will be described hereinafter in its operation with the use of FIG. 1, FIG. 2, and FIG. 3.

FIG. 2 is a graph showing the picture face construction of the edition picture face displayed on the display control part 16. The reference numerals 21, 22, 23 in FIG. 2 are the material information time bars with the information amount of the material information being converted into the area, reference numerals 24, 25, 26 are the destination information time bars having the area proportional to the information amount of the destination information, reference numeral 27 is the material information display portion with the material information time bars 21, 22, 23 being display on it, reference numeral 28 is the destination information display portion with the destination information time bars 24, 25, 26 being displayed on it, reference numeral 29 is a time display portion for digitally displaying the time address value of the information among the indication information, reference numerals 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 are markers for displaying the optional time address value on the time bar, reference character a is a first material information, reference character b is a second material information, reference character c is a third material information, reference character M is the destination information of the picture, reference character A is the destination information of the audio, reference character T is the destination information of the text.

When an optional point p on the time bar or an optional marker 33 on the time bar is specified with the use of a mouse of the input part 14, the indication information of the point p of the material information marker 33 of the destination information A is fed into the control part 15 from the input part 14. The control part 15 calculates the time address value from the coordinates of the point p or the marker 33. The display control part 16 receives the point information thereof so as to effect the first digital display operation or the second digital display operation for digitally displaying it on the time display portion 29. At the same time, the optional information corresponding to the point p, the marker 33 is called from the information storage part so as to reproduce it by the synchronization control part 17. By the specification of the optional point on the time bar like this, the display of the time address value and the reproduction of the data are effected. The markers 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 are marks for storing the points on the time bars. When the accessing is effected onto the same point on the time bar with the mouse, keep the marker marking on the point previously, and the same point is to be specified simply by the choice of the marker.

In the editing operation, in order to insert the information corresponding to the p-q of the material information a into the position of the information corresponding to the point r of the picture information M, the optional point p and the optional point q on the time bar of the material information a are specified by the use of the mouse of the input part 14 to specify the optional point r on the time bar of the destination information A. The construction information of fetching the information between the p-q of the material information a from the input part 14 to the control part 15 and the arrangement, reference numeral 28 is the information storage part in accordance with the indication information storage part 11 with the plurality of picture material information being stored therein.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing the picture face construction of the edition picture face after the insertion edition to be displayed on the display control part 16. In FIG. 3, reference numerals 21, 22, 23 are the material information time bars, reference numerals 35, 25, 26 are the destination information time bars. Reference numeral 35 is a time bar after the edition of the time bar 24 of FIG. 2. Reference numeral 27 is the material information display portion displaying the material information time bars 21, 22, 23, reference numeral 28 is the destination information display portion displaying the destination information time bars 24, 25, 26, reference numeral 29 is a time display portion for digitally displaying the time address value among the indication information. Reference numerals 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 are markers, reference character a is a first material information, reference character b is a second material information, reference character c is a third material information, reference character M is the destination information of the picture, reference character A is the destination information of the audio, and reference character T is the destination information of the text.

The same things can be said even about the other edition operations such as copying, deleting, and so on. Also, in the above-description, the editing operation of the picture information has been described. The same things can be said even about the audio and the text.

When the optional coordinate t is specified with the mouse in the abscissas axis direction in the synchronizing, reproducing operations, the control part reads the respective destination information corresponding to the point t from the picture information storage part, the text information storage part, the audio information storage part in accordance with the indication informa-
tion of effecting the synchronizing, reproducing operations from the position of the coordinate t from the input part so as to effect the reproducing operation at the same time by the synchronization control output part.

In the present embodiment, the mass storage apparatus is adapted to be digitally stored. However, the mass storage apparatus for storing the information is not restricted to it. For example, a storage capacity apparatus for storing analog data may obtain, also, the same effects.

Although the present invention has been fully described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be noted here that various changes and modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Therefore, unless otherwise such changes and modifications depart from the scope of the present invention, they should be construed as included therein.

What is claimed is:

1. A data editing apparatus comprising:
a plurality of information storage parts each for storing a plurality of material information data and corresponding destination information data associated with the plurality of material information data, each corresponding destination information data indicative of a plurality of selected material information data arranged on a time basis;
an input part for outputting, in response to user operating instructions, (a) first input information data for specifying material information data from among the plurality of material information data, (b) second input information data denoting a time-wise arrangement condition of the material information data specified by the first input information data, and (c) third input information data denoting a time related address location of the plurality of material information data and the corresponding destination information data;
a control part, operatively coupled to said plurality of information storage parts and to said input part, for (a) selecting material information data from among the plurality of material information data stored in the plurality of information storage parts in accordance with the first information data outputted from the input part, (b) arranging the thus selected material information data on the time basis in accordance with the second input information data outputted from the input part to produce the destination information, and (c) storing the destination information in the corresponding information storage part;
a display control part, operatively coupled to said control part, for effecting (a) a material information data graphic display operation of displaying parallel material information graphics each having a respective displayed area proportional to a reproduction time of the plurality of material information data, (b) a destination information graphic display operation of displaying parallel destination information graphics each having a respective displayed area proportional to a reproduction time of the corresponding destination information data, (c) a first digital display operation of digitally displaying a time address value associated with the material information graphics in accordance with the time related address location of the third input information data from the input part, and (d) a second digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value associated with the destination information graphics in accordance with the time related address location of the third input information data from the input part.
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graphics, and (f) an operation of repeatedly graphically displaying the time address value associated with the destination information graphics at a corresponding location on the material information graphics; and

a synchronization control output part, operatively coupled to said control part and to said plurality of information storage parts, for synchronizing in time the plurality of destination information data stored in the plurality of information storage parts during reproduction of the plurality of destination information data.

3. A data editing apparatus comprising:

a plurality of information storage parts each for storing a plurality of material information data and corresponding destination information data associated with the plurality of material information data, each corresponding destination information data indicative of a plurality of selected material information data arranged on a time basis;

an input part for outputting, in response to user operating instructions, (a) first input information data for specifying material information data from among the plurality of material information data, (b) second input information data denoting a time-wise arrangement condition of the material information data specified by the first input information data and (c) third input information data denoting a time related address location of the plurality of material information data and the corresponding destination information data;

a control part, operatively coupled to said plurality of information storage parts and to said input part, for (a) selecting material information data from among the plurality of material information data stored in the plurality of information storage parts in accordance with the first information data outputted from the input part, (b) arranging the thus selected material information data on the time basis in accordance with the second input information data outputted from the input part so as to produce the destination information, and (c) storing the destination information in the corresponding information storage part;

display control part, operatively coupled to said control part, for effecting (a) a material information graphic display operation of displaying parallel material information graphics each having a respective displayed area proportional to a reproduction time of the plurality of material information data each having a displayed color denoting a type of the material information data, (b) a destination information graphic display operation of displaying parallel destination information graphics each having a respective displayed area proportional to a reproduction time of the corresponding destination information data and each having a displayed color denoting a type of the destination information data, (c) a first digital display operation of digitally displaying a time address value associated with the material information graphics in accordance with the time related address location of the third input information data from the input part, (d) a second digital display operation of digitally displaying the time address value associated with the destination information graphics in accordance with the time related address location of the third input information data from the input part, (e) an operation of repeatedly graphically displaying the time address value associated with the material information graphics at a corresponding location on the material information graphics, and (f) an operation of repeatedly graphically displaying the time address value associated with the destination information graphics at a corresponding location on the material information graphics; and

a synchronization control output part, operatively coupled to said control part and to said plurality of information storage parts, for synchronizing in time the plurality of destination information data stored in the plurality of information storage parts during reproduction of the plurality of destination information data.